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Robbie Williams sells his huge English countryside estate  (17)
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Singer Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate after putting it on the market for ?L6.75 million GBP ($9.2 million USD).  Estate agents Knight Frank have revealed Compton Bassett House - which Williams bought for ?L8.1 million in 2009 - has been sold subject to contract, six months after it went up for sale.  The mansion sits on a sprawling 72-acre spread nestled on the edge of the small village of Compton Bassett in Wiltshire.  It is described by Knight Frank as ?a remarkable period house, recently restored to an exemplary standard with superb indoor pool and magical gardens.?  Williams and wife Ayda Field decided to sell up as they and their young family are increasingly spending more time abroad.  The seven bedroom period home dates to around 1929 and is approached by a picturesque sweeping driveway that winds through the property.  It was previously owned by the architect and designer Sir Norman Foster, who made his own mark with alterations.  The property is full of modern classical architectural flourishes, with multiple reception rooms, stone mullioned windows and stone fireplaces.  It has an indoor swimming pool, a bespoke kitchen, and a main bedroom suite with two bathrooms, a pair of dressing rooms, a sitting room and a study.  There is also a leisure complex with a gym and a billiards room.  In the vast grounds there is a tennis court, a football pitch, a helicopter hanger, a walled garden with a pavilion, paddocks and woodland, along with a detached cottage which joins two staff flats.  ?Angels? star Williams announced he was selling the estate in a statement last year, saying: ?Compton Bassett House has been the perfect escape for our family. It is where Ayda and I truly fell in love, set roots as a couple, and dreamed of our future family.??   ?Since then, we have welcomed four beautiful children into the gracious rooms at Compton Bassett House, where we have shared much laughter and joy. The gardens and trees have enchanted us with their magic, and on rainy days (of which there are many in England), we have played and splashed around the indoor pool, much to our delight.   ?Compton Bassett House is most definitely a family friendly house that deserves to have much more laughter and joy within its beautiful walls. We hope the incoming purchaser will enjoy just as much as we have.?  Rupert Sweeting, Partner, Knight Frank, described Compton Bassett House as ?a fantastic family house that is ideal for entertaining.?   *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  12 Jan 2022  Pictured: Robbie Williams has sold his huge English countryside estate Compton Bassett House, six months after listing it for for ?L6.75 million (GBP). *BYLINE: Knight Frank/Mega.  Photo credit: Knight Frank/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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